Introduction to Java Programming for Mainframe Developers

- **Course Number:** IntJava-MF
- **Length:** 5 Day(s)

Certification Exam

There are no exams associated with this course.

Course Overview

This course uses a combination of instructor lectures, computer demonstrations and interactive hands-on lab simulations to illustrate the major parts of the course. Topics discussed include: Mainframe vs eCommerce Model and the evolution of the eCommerce Model. We will then discuss J2EE basics, languages & tools, OO concepts, classes, types and objects. We will discuss core concepts, methods, constructors, class data & security and inheritance hierarchies. We will then move on to learning more about the java environment and discussing the Eclipse IDE. We will spend time defining & declaring variables, talking about decision logic & looping, illustrating class definitions and java arrays. We will define inheritance, talk about the eclipse debugger, exception handling, database concepts, thread management, and wrap things up with a discussion on files and streams.

Prerequisites

Basic knowledge of programming and Java programming language is required.

Audience

This course is intended for software developers using Java programming language.
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